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Abstract. A double transform method is used to determine the response of a sub-

merged, infinitely long, circular cylindrical shell to a plane acoustic wave which acts

initially at an isolated cross section, and then proceeds to propagate along the axis of the

cylinder, symmetrically with respect to that cross section.

The application of the saddle point method to the inversion integral results in an asymp-

totic solution, valid for long time. Comparisons are made with the analogous steady-state

solution obtained by using piston theory to describe the effects of the fluid on the shell.

I. Introduction. The investigation of the interaction of acoustic media and shell

structures has been extensively treated in the literature. One class of these studies has

concerned itself with the response of structures to engulfing pressure waves. In the vast

majority of these studies, the reflected acoustic field is accounted for by making a plane

wave assumption, that is, by using the so-called piston theory [1], [2], This simplification

results in the uncoupling of the acoustic and elastic fields, thereby significantly reducing

the analytical difficulties. It is well known that the use of piston theory, which for short

time responses is reasonably valid, is highly suspect for long times. However, since solu-

tions of the exact coupled fields were nonexistent until recently, it was impossible to

determine the range of applicability of these approximate solutions. Haywood [3] investi-

gated a simplified form of the plane problem of the engulfing wave by assuming that the

shell is suddenly subjected to a hydrostatic pressure. Neglecting the mass of the shell,

and using a cylindrical wave approximation, he showed that the plane wave approxima-

tion underestimated the shell response.

Wore recently several papers have appeared in which the exact solutions of some

interaction problems have been obtained and then compared to the approximate solutions.

In the first of these, Herman and Klosner [4] determined the response of a circular cylin-

drical shell to a sudden pressure increase in its surrounding fluid. In order to simplify the

mathematical difficulties, and yet retain the characteristic form of the time dependency,

the pressure was assumed to vary periodically along the axis of the shell. The results in-
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dicated that for very long and short wavelengths, the approximate solutions yielded

results with similar characteristics to those obtained from the exact solution. However

for the intermediate range, the approximations were entirely inadequate. An explanation

of this phenomenon is suggested by noting that the exact solution contained both radiating

and nonradiating components, while the plane and cylindrical wave approximations

consisted only of radiating modes. Thus, when a significant nonradiating component is

present, the form of the response function differs radically from that predicted by the

approximations. Berglund and Ivlosner [5] extended this study with an investigation of a

more realistic situation. They considered the transient dynamic response of a periodically

ring-reinforced, infinitely long, circular cylindrical shell to a uniform pressure suddenly

applied through the surrounding accoustic medium. It was shown, for the rigid-ring case,

that the cylindrical wave approximation was adequate, while this was not so for the flexible

ring configuration. In the latter structure, significant nonradiating or undamped com-

ponents of the shell response were present, and thus the approximations had to be applied

with care.

The present study is a continuation of a general investigation which has been under-

taken at the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn to determine the dynamic response of

submerged structures, and in doing so, to assess also the applicability of piston theory or

other approximations. The origin of the problem stems from an investigation by Carrier [6]

of the steady-state response of a submerged, infinitely long, circular cylindrical shell

subjected to an axially progressing acoustic wave. He obtained a solution by making the

fundamental assumption of piston theory. In an attempt to re-investigate the same prob-

lem by using the exact, linearized acoustic field equations, it was found that no physically

meaningful steady-state solution exists; and that, if one wishes to use the exact acoustic

equations, Carrier's problem is not well posed. It was, therefore, in order to overcome this

deficiency and yet maintain the physical structure of Carrier's problem, that the present

investigation was undertaken.

Consider a submerged, infinitely long, circular cylindrical shell, initially at rest, sub-

jected to a plane acoustic wave which initially acts at a single cross section and propagates

along the axis of the cylinder symmetrically with respect to that cross section. Certainly

for long time the physical nature of the problem resembles the Carrier problem, and thus

it is appropriate to compare the asymptotic solution, valid for long time, to that obtained

from the Carrier solution in which piston theory was applied.

It should be noted that in a recent study Herrmann and Russell [7] attempted to re-

investigate the Carrier problem and came to the conclusion that no physically meaningful

steady-state solution exists. To simplify the problem they considered instead the response

of a submerged plate on an elastic foundation and assumed that the moving load progresses

with supersonic or subsonic velocities. They showed that piston theory is applicable only

in cases where the loads move with velocities very much greater than the sonic velocity

of the fluid and questioned the existence of a steady-state solution for sonic velocities.

II. Governing field equations. Consider an infinitely long, circular cylindrical shell

with uniform thickness h and median surface radius a. The submerged shell is subjected

to a plane acoustic wave which initially acts on the cross section x = 0, and propagates

symmetrically with respect to that cross section along the cylinder axis (Fig. 1). The

incident pressure is assumed to be pjl(a), where <j = r T x (the upper sign is for positive

x and the lower sign for negative x); II(<r) is the Heaviside step function.

Neglecting the axial inertia term and setting the longitudinal stress resultant Nx = 0,
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we may express the uncoupled Timoshenko (or Donnell) shell equation as

+ 4 Klw + 4 K\c/c.)2w,TT = 4 K\a/h)(p/E). (1)

The axisymmetric form of the acoustic field equation is

f.rr + (l/r)lp,r + (ptXX = <p,TT , (2)

and thus the radiated velocity and pressure can be written as

<7r), = -(1 /a)<p,i (j = r,x), (3)

pr = (pc/a)<p,T. (4)

Initially, the radiated velocity and pressure of the acoustic medium as well as the

velocity and displacement of the shell vanish; thus

<p(r, x, 0) = x, 0) = 0, (5)

w{x, 0) = w,T{x, 0) = 0. (6)

At the shell-fluid interface (r = 1), we have the boundary condition

wtT(x, t) = (l/ac)(p,r(l, x, t). (7)

The total pressure, [>, acting on the shell is the resultant of the pressure exerted by the

incoming and radiated acoustic waves, i.e.,

73 = p0H(a) + (pc/a)<p,r(l, x, r). (8)

III. Transformed solution. Upon substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (1) and depressing

x and t by applying the Fourier and Laplace transform to the resulting expression and

Eq. (2), we obtain

itW + 4/f'lP
1 + SXc\

= 4^^|(2/F)+4 d,n,s) (9)

-ADVANCING WAVE FRONT

-x

Fig. 1. Shell geometry
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and

$.rr + (1 /r)$.r - k% = 0; k2 = 02 + s2 (10)

where W (r, 0, r) and W(r, Q, s) are the Fourier and Laplace transforms of io(r, x, t).

Taking account of the interface condition (7), we may express the outgoing wave

solution of Eq. (10) as

$ = -(acsW/kK^Koikr) (11)

Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (9), and letting c, = (E/p,)u2, we obtain the transform of

the deflection function,

W(Q, s) =

g/^4 5 Va
h E

ft4 + 4 K4 + 4XV 1 +
a) M) I
h) kKXk)l

(12)

IV. Inversion of Laplace transform. The Laplace inversion integral can be evaluated

by use of the Cauchy residue theorem. In so doing, the path of integration is closed on the

left half of the complex s-plane. Since k is a multiple valued function with branch points at

s = rfcz'O, the path of integration is as shown in Fig. 2. By Jordan's Lemma, the integral

along the semicircle Cr vanishes and thus

W(n, r) = [" e"W(Q, s) ds = 2rri Z, (Res)„
Jfi—i CO q

- [ e'W{9., s) ds - [ er'W(Q, s) ds.
J Lx + Ci+ L2 •'Lj + Cj + L*

(13)

The poles are located by setting the bracketed portion of the denominator of Eq. (12)

equal to zero:

=0. (i4)S24 + 4K* + 4A s
\c< 1 + \pj\h) kKi(k).

Suppose s = sa , (q = 1, 2, • • •), are the roots of Eq. (14). Then the position of the poles

depends on the values of 2 and thus defines a function s, = s„(fi). There are an infinite

number of such functions. For 0 real, 12 = , there are complex, imaginary, and real

values of the poles s„ . However, the real and complex roots are unimportant for large

values of r, since they have negative real parts, and thus we are concerned only with the

imaginary roots. A question then arises as to whether to include the residues of all of the

poles occurring on the imaginary axis. This can be answered by anticipating the inverse

Fourier transformation of the space variable, in which the integration is to be performed

limitingly close to, but just above, the real axis in the Q-plane. Thus the Q to be used in

calculating the poles s„ should have a vanishingly small but positive imaginary component

ia; accordingly,

s,(£2) = s4(Q o + ia) = s„(01) + (dsQ/dn)a.aja. (15)

Thus we see that when s„(i20) is imaginary, sa will have a small real part whose sign is

negative if and only if Im (dsJdQ.) = (3, /3 > 0. Therefore, in obtaining the residues of the

poles in the left-hand s-plane, we include only those poles for which Re (idsq/dti) < 0.
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We now let

s. = it, ■ k2a = a2 - tl . (16)

Hence from Eq. (12) we obtain the following expression for the residues of the simple

poles:

lie*. = (ap0/ihE)F(ny,'"m (17)

where

(V1

k*4K*+ V + wuA1 - *?(*.)F(U) = /,

Let us now consider the branch cut integrals B, where

c X(p V«Vi ki (kQ)
(18)

B = ^ TP(H, s)e" ds = [
2?fWdsh E

+1 + " i + ,/lV? EM
^ \pJ\hJ kK,(k)_\

(19)

and I — Li Ci C2 "I- I-14.

If the radii of Ct and C2 are chosen to be e(«l), then 011 the path Cj

s = iQ + eg'9 iV.\ s2 ^ — a2;

kl = a2 + s2 « 2tea"

and the integral about the path C) may thus be expressed as

dO

_«1 + !
4/v + 4)1'+fe)G)a&]

(20)

The integral about C2 , /Cl , is identical to the above except that a must be replaced by its

negative value and thus k+ by k- (fc2 m —2itile'e). As |fc| —» 0, K0(k)/(kKi(k)) Sri

In A: —>• — 00 and thus /Cl and Ic, vanish when ^ 0. However, the contribution from

ICl and Ic, at a = 0 is singular and their evaluation will be pursued in detail later.

We consider next the contribution from the paths L, , L2 , L3 and L4 . From Fig. 2,

we note that : (i) along Li , s = Sj = iU + pe'r = til — p, (ii) along L2, s = s2 = ia +

pe~"'T = fa — p, (iii) along L.,, s = s3 = — ia + pe'T = —ttl — p, (iv) along , s = s4 =

— fa + pe~" = —itt — p. Hence

s* = s* = p2 _ q2 _ 2iPa; S3 = s2 = p2 - a2 + 2iPU (21)

and from the second of Eqs. (10), we find that

kL = keu,/2)*wi; k2 = kei,n = —ifc,; /c:i = A-e"<,/3; fc4 = ke^i,m'wi = -kt (22)

where

fc = p(l + 4a2/p2)174; 0 = -tan"1 (2a/p). (23)
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C

-00

Fio. 2. Contour in s-plane.

Thus

f W(0, s)eT' ds = (—1)"2 gjs e*"r

r _e~pr dp

Jo . 2 J ^ ■ •« | 2 (C

fc"l4A:4 + 1 + s"\c i +
(a) K0(kn) 1)

W KK^K) Jj

Taking note of Eqs. (21), (22) and Eq. (24), we have

v 2 / \ 2

(n = 1,2, 3,4). (24)

and

where
2

f W(9., s)e' ds = 2[£-)(f) (M I? e'"r (.M, + 2V,)
**Li + L 2 \p8' \ll/ \Cg/

(Ma + Ara), (25)

M, = - [ f Hi(p)Bi(p)e~pT dp; N, = - f J- II,(P)B,{P)e~" rfp 0 = 1, 3),
JO K j J 5 A/,-

(26)

//,(p) = fofoM-fc,)! W*/) j |-kiK1(-ki:)}]-', (27)
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ft4 + MM Kn(k'] 1
'\cj L \pJ\hJ kjK^kj)} 'gto) = + 1 + sHrJ 1 + l« Ai"J \, (28)

B,(p) = Kii-kJKofa) + K&JKoi-ki) = 7Ti/k, . (29)

The value of 5 is chosen so that the asymptotic form of the integrand is sufficiently ac-

curate for values of p > 5.

Evaluation o/ branch cut integrals. It can easily be shown that

Jl/i«-Ti-Pi(a,)(e",,TA) (30)

where

P,(Si) = (s2,/k*)H,(p) ; 8, < «, <5; 8, « 1. (31)

Also upon using the asymptotic forms of the Bessel functions, we have

where

-V, ~ f QMe-pr dp = Q,($)(«f ,T/r) (32)
*' 8

si2+M*+ •••>
Q'(8) ' k^g(kj)g(—kj)

8 < 8 < co. (33)

Finally, we substitute Eqs. (30), (32) into Eq. (25) and then into Eq. (19), thereby ob-

taining the following expressions when £2^0:

viP^) — + Q,(8) — )e
T T '

B = g[(

+ (-7TiP,(a,) ^ + Q3(S) c~)e-ar]

For 12 = 0 we obtain a similar expression with e'9~T and e~'nr replaced by 1, and thus the

branch point contributions may be expressed as

(34)

(fi 5^ 0).

B = 0(e~ /r) + 0(e r/r) + + /c. (£2 = 0). (35)

Since we seek an asymptotic solution for large positive real values of r, and 8 and 5i are

positive real, then the exponential terms of Eqs. (34) and (35) are rather small and negligi-

ble. Hence Eq. (13) reduces to

K

or

■(a, r) = ['*' e"lV(n, s) ds = 2,ri 2 (Res), - ICl - Ic, (36)

iwr /»— it

 ago e f 
'IttUlE U Jt

de

2/C

4/v*4 ' J \c.
r7i +1-0"

_ — iilr r* — 7r
i a^o e r 

2rihE U JT o!

1 +

de

p\(a\ Kn(k+) 1
P./W (37)

il5 + 1 ~ °\c, 1
P_\(a\ Kn(k

hi k-K,(k-
(fc-) 1
.(fc-)J
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For clarity, it will be repeated that the above two integrals representing 7Cl and Ic,

vanish except for Q. = 0.

V. Inversion of Fourier transform. The substitution of Eq. (37) into the Fourier

inversion integral then yields the expression for the radial shell deflection

w(x, t) 1 .

a-po 2ici ~ °

hE

■j pco+ia tfi(r-x) p

- ^ d 0
4:7T t J ~to+ i a ^

e.ucr-«, r * ^

fi4 , .

+ 1 "" Vc
1 +

MM A-q(fc + ) 1
\pj\hj k+KMJ

(38)

1 /»oo +1 a — iii(T + x) r_T

+ -A-. / 0 do /
47r i Si ft

ir + 1

where the qth term of the above series is

Ia= [ +'a F(n)ehm dtl] h(0) = i[t,(n) - (x/t)Q]. (39)
J — oo + i a

The complexity of both F(Q) and IjQ) makes it impossible, in general, to evaluate the

first integral by simple means. However, provided r is large, real and positive, the method

of steepest descent [8]—[11] can be used to obtain an asymptotic approximation to the

integral. The second and third integrals can be evaluated by use of the residue theorem

and present no difficulties. Thus, we center our attention on the asymptotic evaluation

of the first integral.

Determination oj saddle point. The saddle point, 0, associated with the ta root is ob-

tained by determining the value of fi for which /i'(fl) = 0; i.e.,

" •(! " ;L =0 (40)

and thus

dta

dSl
(~s — 5 C41-)
dO r" K '

Substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (14) and differentiating and then appealing to Eq. (41), we

obtain

2mAftar + icif ^'p
a\[ _ (K0(K)V

cj WwL U.qg/ j

m + m + 2kx{^) _ (Kq(K)Y
Wi(fc0)/ J

X

T
(42)

where

K = (02 - IT2. (43)

Of course ta(D) must satisfy Eq. (14), namely

tl = f[l ± (1 - (£ + 4K4)/t2)1/2] (44)
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where

, = + (45)

In Eq. (41), r locates the wave front and x is the axial coordinate of the shell at which the

radial deflection is to be evaluated. Both t and x are given real quantities and thus in order

to satisfy Eq. (42), 0, t„, ka must all be real. For given x and r, Eqs. (42)-(44) yield three

simultaneous equations for the three unknowns, 0, t„ and kQ. Since Eqs. (43) and (44) are

even functions of both 0 and tQ, the saddle points occur in pairs, namely at ±0. As 0, t„,

and k, are real and K0(ka) < iv,(£a), then by observing Eq. (42), we have

sgn (x/t) = sgn (01„). (46)

Use of this relationship will be made later.

The asymptotic evaluation of Eq. (39) can be carried out by deforming the original

path of integration to a contour C' = C[ + C'2 , which passes through the saddle points

in the directions of steepest descent (see Fig. 3 and Appendix A). The principal contribu-

tions to the integral then come from the parts of the paths near the saddle points and from

any poles that are included between the region enclosed by the original and deformed

contours.

Saddle point of order 1: second order solution. We consider a saddle point of order 1,

i.e., one for which the /i"(0) 5^ 0. In the immediate vicinity of the saddle point 0, we expand

both h(Q) and F(U) into Taylor series. Approximating h(Q) by terms up to and including

its second derivatives thus yields the second order approximation of the integral of Eq.

(39) evaluated along the deformed path

q = J F(ft) exp ir(tc(n) — ̂

(47)
rhm y"> f ,n zy,/r/i"(f2) , ~s2

e § J\ ~ Jc' (0 - 0) exp \ 2! - 0)

where C' is the deformed path of integration and consists of C[, passing through the saddle

point +0, and C'2 , which passes through —0. It can be shown after some intermediate

algebra [12] that the contribution to the integral of Eq. (39) from the path of steepest

descent C[ is

Kk = ( _2 Y'Y^V/.vm _L v 13 ••• W - *> i'Fw)m \ , ~
2Tri Wr \d2lq/da\V \ 2i/\ (2j)l (r d'lJdQ2)') ( ^

where

t = Tt„ — xH + (tr/4) sgn (d2tq/dQr) (49)

d2l„ _ 0 x / _ x h _ , / 2 Fix/ t   \

dQ2 III rV r 0 07J + \[kl(0./-Q2/K4(c/ct)\p/p,)(a/h)] + 1- K\IK\)

(kW , 2x/r / _ I, x\( _ Kl\
K\c/c,)2(p/p,)(,a/h)^ 0Za V Or A K\f

K 0 L K<\ \

J:aK, V K\) £

Kn = Kn(ka) (n = 0, 1). (50)

and
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V

STEEPEST DESCENT

 STEEPEST ASCENT

 BOUNDARY

Fig. 3. Contour lines of h(ti).

We have shown that the saddle points occur in pairs on the real axis. For positive x/t,

Eq. (46) requires that the saddle point on the positive real axis, 0, be associated with t,

while that on the negative real axis, —0, be associated with — tQ. Also it has been pointed

out that the deformed path C passes through both saddle points. With the aid of Eqs.

(16), (18), (46) and (50), it is easily shown that tQ, d'tQ/dO,2 and F<2,)(f2) are odd functions

of H. Thus, by virtue of Eqs. (47) and (48), we may write the expression for the contribution

from the path C' = C[ + C'2 as follows:
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UK
_ ( A

\7TT |d2L,\7tt |diQ/dtt

, V / ly/'/1^ ••• (2,7- D^'^sin
2.^.. ; \ (2j)! (t dX/dify )y

(51)

It should be pointed out that the above includes the contribution from both poles (+<„)

and (— tQ). If |r d2tQ/dtt2\ is sufficiently large, the above expression can be approximated by

Fig. 4. Deformed path of integration.
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X)/;
Crr \d2l„/dti2\)liri \7rr \d~lQ/dti

1/2

F(ti) sin \p. (52)

Contour integration oj iv(x, t). Recall from Eq. (39) that the original path of integra-

tion has end points at ± + ia. Thus from Fig. 3 we observe that the deformed steepest

descent path C' has end points lying in the same valley as the original contour. Con-

sequently, the integral of Eq. (39) can be evaluated by a contour integration along the

path shown in Fig. 4. Cauchy's residue theorem is applied to the solid curve BCDEFGHA

when (d2ijdti2) > 0, while the dotted curve BC*DE*F*GH*A is to be used when {d2tj

dil1) < 0. Thus for (d2t„/dti2) > 0, since the integral along BC and HA vanishes, we have

2Ti L„+ia ? F(fi) exp _tT('a(0) r °)_ dti

liri
+ 12 [Res <bcdb) Restzjjjfcc) + ReS(0H^0)] (53)

where, for example, Re.s(BCCB) is the sum of the residues of the poles lying within the closed

curve BCDB. A similar equation is obtained for (d2ta/dti2) < 0.

The poles lying in the enclosed region are now obtained by letting the denominator of

F(ti) vanish (Eq. 18). Here both 0 and £„ can be complex. But from Eq. (14) it can be shown

that if Im ti = t] 0 then Im tQ cannot vanish, and thus the residues will have an exponen-

tial term with negative nonvanishing real part which will decay rapidly for large r, and

thus can be neglected. Note that poles having Im t„ < 0 have already been excluded (see

Eq. (15) and the following statement). For i) = 0, Im tQ = 0, and if £ 5^ 0, then from Eq.

(14) we observe that Re tq 7^ 0, and that ka is real. But then the denominator of F(ti) only

vanishes when 12 = tq = 0. However, recall that the function F(ti) is associated with the

poles obtained from Eq. (14) for which ti = s = 0 is not a solution. Thus no singular points

exist in the enclosed region. Thus Eq. (53) and the corresponding equation for (d2ljdti2)

< 0 will, for (d%/df22) 0, reduce to

Si E TO exp [.>(«<!)-; n)_ g 
2iri

(54)

If \rd2tQ/dti2\ is "sufficiently large", then by inserting Eq. (52) into Eq. (54) and sub-

stituting the resulting expression into Eq. (38), we obtain

Cr ui/dffl) TO sin ̂
w(x, r) ( 2 Xl/2
  I  .—  —

app \itt Id IJdti
hE

-j pco+ia »U(r-x) *

- -A-. / ^——dti
4ir 1 J-*+ta ti J,

dd

5^+'-at 1 +

dd

a\ K0(k+) 1
h) fc+/sr,(fc+)J

ti
4Kz+l~U\c 1 +

a\ K0(k-) I

h) k.Kt(k.)]

(55)
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Note that as \k\ —> 0, [K0(k)/kK!(k)] ~ In —> — 00, and that thus the two integrands of

Eq. (55) are finite (indeed, as e —» 0, they vanish) for all U ^ 0. A simple pole exists, how-

ever, at S2 = 0. By using the residue theorem, it is easily shown that for x > 0 and r — x > 0,

the first integral expression vanishes, while the second integral is equal to +1- For x —

x < 0 the first integral expression is equal to —1, while the second is +1- Similar results

are obtained for x < 0. We thus may rewrite Eq. (55) in its final form

~ h(t ~ + (2Ar M) m sin *■ (56)

It should be pointed out that if d2ia/d& is small, then |r <ft0/(Kl2\ may, for some given r,

not be "sufficiently large", and the third order solution must be used.

Third order solution. If, in evaluating j = JT eThi0) di2 by the method of steepest de-

scent, the magnitude of |r/!"(0)| is not sufficiently large, it is necessary to use a third order

solution [13], i.e., one in which the third derivative of h($l) is included in the Taylor series

expansion of h(ti) about the saddle point. Thus noting that h"{f2) = i(d~ta/dQ,2) and

= i(d3la/dif), and approximating F(Q) by F(H), we obtain, after some algebraic

manipulation [12], the following:

I'a |s = F(ti)[6/T(d*!JdIf)]uVv J da> (57)

where

„ _ r (dX/dny ( 6 y/3. = _ r0 .
9 2 (d3UdU3) \T(d3L/dU3)) ' * a + 3 (d3lJdit)2 ( j2 (d3ia/dU3) \T(d3lJdti3)J ' * Q ' 3 (d3ljdity

As the saddle point is on the real axis, g is real, and

[ = 2 f cos (co3 — gco) dw.
J — oo J 0

Then Eq. (57) can be rewritten as [14]

(d2l„/dif)2 i 2 \ 1/3

(d%/d~63)~~ K^dHjd&y

/ 2 \1/3 —2 > ( 2 Y

i" 's = 2vF^\H^ijd^3)) e"Al WUd^)~~ Wd%/dny (59)

where Ai (z) = the Airy function of z. But the saddle point occurs in pairs and F(0), t„,

d2tjd&2 and <p are odd functions of 0 and d3tjd& is an even function of 0; thus we finally

arrive at

T

(60)
/ 9 \ 1/3 _2 ^ a/ ' / 2 V'

2tti ~ 2F^\T(d%/dny sm * Al L~~(d3ijdtf) \^d%/dXf))

Substituting Eq. (60) into Eq. (54), we have for the equivalent third order solution of

Eq. (56)

where

mtik ~ * - w>+ !«(?ik) *sin -Ai <-> (61)

■ - Y ? Y'Y^V1 (62)
2 W/ \T(d%/dtf)) \dU7 V
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VI. Numerical calculations. It has been shown that for given x/r the three simul-

taneous equations (42)-(44) lead to a solution for the saddle point, 0, and for tQ and kQ.

The solution of these equations can be attained by first assuming a value of ka. By utilizing

Eq. (44), tu can then be determined, and then from Eq. (43) 0 obtained. Finally, x/t is

determined from Eq. (42). It should be noted that the k„'s are chosen so as to make t,

real. The radial deflection w is then determined from either Eq. (56) or Eq. (61), the second

and third order solutions, respectively. The numerical investigation was carried out for

a steel circular cylindrical shell submerged in water, having a radius-thickness ratio of

87j. With these physical properties, we have: a/h = 87J, v = 0.3, (c/c,)2 = .08815, p/p, =

.13054. It should be noted that for each value of x/t, k„ is double valued. Associated with

the lower values are the low frequency modes, which are of large amplitude, while the

higher values yield the low amplitude high frequency modes [15]. For the low frequency

modes (iZ2<a/d02) is rather small and therefore a third order solution is required, while for

the high frequency modes ((ViQ/d.&2) is "sufficiently large", and the second order solutions

suffice.

VII. Discussion of results. The reflection ratio, w/(ap0/hE), obtained from the

exact (asymptotic), plane wave (Appendix B), and static (Appendix C) solutions has been

plotted as a function of the position parameter a in Figs. 5 to 11. In Figs. 5, 6, and 7 the

large parameter r of the asymptotic solution was taken to be equal to 1000, while r = 500

in Figs. 8, 9, and 10. Finally, all results for the deflection ratio are presented in Fig. 11 for

-.14 < a < .10.

It should be noted that in the region behind the wave front (a > .3), the plane wave

and static solutions are almost identical and equal to unity. However, the asymptotic

solution exhibits a large amplitude, low frequency, damped oscillation about the static

equilibrium position. The analytical investigation of the asymptotic solution suggests
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Fig. 5. Deflection ratio (t = 1000; a > 76).
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that the solution can be decomposed into a high frequency, small amplitude mode and a

low frequency, large amplitude mode [15]. It is the contribution from the latter component

that yields the observed oscillations.

In front of the wave the asymptotic and static solutions are almost identical (Fig. 11)

for a < — .14, and it is seen that in this region the deflection vanishes.

Excellent agreement on the general forms and amplitudes of the oscillations has been

obtained by using t = 500 and 1000. Furthermore, results obtained by choosing r = 2000,

although not plotted, agreed quite well with those obtained by using t = 1000, thereby

lending credence to the assumption that the asymptotic solution is valid for t > 1000.
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Fig. 6. Deflection ratio (r = 1000; 8.1 < a < 76).
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Appendix A

Investigation of contour oj h(Q). Consider the behavior of h(Q) in the immediate

vicinity of the saddle point, where

h(U) - h(fl) = (" ~0)" A<nl(&) = P + iQ (A-l)

By setting

R - S = |n - fi|e" and Au,(Q)/n! = |/i(n)(0)//i!|e,a (A-2)
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300 200

<x (= r-x)

Fig. 8. Deflection ratio (r = 500; <r > 34).

P = |/i<n,(0)/n!| |» - 0|n cos (nd + a); Q = \hw(S)/n\\ |Q - Opsin (nd + a).

(A-3)

For boundary, steepest descent and steepest ascent curves, P is respectively zero, the

largest possible negative value and the largest possible positive value. The corresponding

directions in the vicinity of the saddle point 0 are given in Table I.

We have shown that the saddle points associated with the integral of Eq. (39) occur

in pairs and are located on the real axis of the complex fi(|, ?j)-plane. Let them be denoted

by 0 = ±| where £ is a nonnegative real quantity. When 0 = £, (d2it/cKf) > 0, but since

h"(9.) = i(d2ijd£l2), n = 2, a = ir/2. Therefore in the vicinity of 0 = f there are two dis-

tinct directions of descent given by 0D = x/4, 57r/4, and two distinct directions of ascent,

0A = —7r/4,37r/4, and the following directions for the boundary curves = 0, tt/2, x, 3ir/2

in the vicinity of 0 = — £, d2la/(Kl2 < 0, and the directions of descent are 0D = 3x/4, 7ir/4,

those of ascent are dA = x/4, 5x/4 and the directions for the boundary curves are dB =

x/2, x, 3x/2, 2x.

TABLE I

Directions of Steepest Descent and Ascent and Boundary

Curves at a Saddle Point of Order n — 1

curve Direction, 6, in the vicinity of the

saddle point

steepest descent —a/n + (2q + !)*•/»

• steepest ascent — a/n + 2qir/n

boundary —a/n + (q + i)x/»
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=0.130540=87 1/3; v = 0. 3; (jr)=0.

.2
= 0.08815

"s

0 3

cr (= r -x)

Fia. 9. Deflection ratio Fig. 10. Deflection ratio

(r = 500; 2.9 < cr < 34). (r = 500; 0.1 < <r < 2.9).

Steepest paths do not intersect.

Let

O = £ + iv, ta(Q) = Re [tq] + i Im [<„], and h(Q) = Ufa r?) + iVfa rj). (A-4)

On steepest paths

Ufa v) 5 U(l rj) = (x/t)v - Im [?.] = 0 (A-5)

where < and > are used for descent and ascent paths respectively, and the bar represents

the values at the saddle point. Furthermore, on the steepest paths

Vfa v) = Re t„ - (x/t)£ = Re tq - (x/r)l (A-6)

But the saddle points occur in pairs, i.e., 0 = ±£, and thus Eq. (A-6) can be rewritten as

(Re tQ - (x/t)£)+ = Ul) - (x/r)l (A-7)
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(g)=87 1/3; V =0.3

\ = 0.13054

PLANE WAVE SOLUTION

Fig. 11. Deflection ratio (vicinity of wave front) (asymptotic solution invalid for \a\ < .00003).

and

(Re ta - = U-l) - {x/t){-D (A-8)

where the subscripts + and — correspond to the paths passing through the saddle points

at | and — £, respectively. Recalling that ?„(£) = — we observe that the above two

equations are equal in magnitude but of opposite sign, and thus the paths through ±£ do

not intersect in the finite region.

Asymptotes for steepest paths. On the steepest paths the following equation must

be satisfied:

Qfi1 + (£>(f) wm\ ~0 <A"9>n4 + 4K* - 4/Cq^J

where

K = [a2 - es'\ (A-io)

O and ta are, in general, complex.

To determine the asymptotes of the path, let [fi| —» ; and first let us assume that

tQ = O as |fi| —> oo. Then kQ —»0 and Eq. (A-9) reduces to

t\\ 1 + 4K\c/c.)*(p/p.)(a/h) In kjQ = 0, (A-ll)

but

lirn (In kjQ = lim (— 1/2A-J) —> - oo.
t q-*$}-» OO k n~*0

Thus Eq. (A-ll) is not satisfied nnd we can rule out our first assumption. Consider in-

stead that t, U as |S2| —> 00. For this case, |fc,| —» oo; and Eq. (A-9) reduces to O4 —
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4K4t2a(c/c,y = 0 and thus

Finally then

I — i ^£ 2_t(A-121
K ±2K\c/ct) ± 2K\c/c.) CA lZ)

Re/° ±2K2(c/c,) ' Im ±^2(l/cs)' (A_13)

Substituting Eq. (A-13) into Eq. (A-6) yields

^ ^ <A"M>

or

(£ ± £0)2 ~ v — ±Ci (A-15)

where £0 and C, are functions of x/t since t„ and £ are functions of x/t. For given x/t, Cx

and £0 are constants, and the asymptotes are

£ ± £o ± v = 0, (A-16)

which are, of course, the asymptotes of the steepest paths. By observing Eqs. (44) and

(45), which also hold for the equivalent unbarred quantities, it can be seen that if Im ft =

t? ^ 0, then Im tQ ̂  0. Then, by virtue of Eq. (A-13), £ never vanishes when ^ 0. Thus

the steepest path never crosses the imaginary ?? axis. Accordingly, with the aid of Eq.

(A-13), it is seen that the imaginary axis, £ = 0, also serves as an asymptote for the steepest

path.

Boundary curves. On a boundary curve U (= Re h) is constant. Thus on the boundary

curve passing through the saddle points 0 = ±£ we have (see Eq. (A-5))

t/(£, „) = (x/t) r, - Im ta = 0. (A-17)

Upon substituting Eq. (A-13) into Eq. (A-17), we obtain the asymptotes of the boundary

curves, i.e.,

'(! T k4m) - °' (A-'8)
Thus 77 = 0 and £ = =b (x/t)K2(c/c,) are the asymptotes of our boundary curves.

Contour lines of h(Q). After determining the locations of the saddle points, the direc-

tions of the steepest paths, the boundary curves in the vicinity of the saddle points and

the asymptotes of the steepest paths and boundary curves, we may sketch the contours

of the surface of /i(Q). Fig. 3-shows this surface for (if'IJiKf) > 0. However Fig. 3 is also

valid for (d2l„/dif) < 0, provided that descent and ascent curves as well as hill and valley

regions are interchanged.

Appendix B

Steady-state response—plane wave approximation. Carrier [6] investigated the

steady-state response of a submerged, infinitely long, circular cylindrical shell subjected

to an axially progressing acoustic wave. He used a plane wave approximation for the

acoustic reflected wave and included the rotatory inertia terms in the shell theory. How-
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ever, it was pointed out that the rotatory inertia terms had no appreciable effect on the

results even in high-speed impact problems. Thus, in order to compare the steady-state

results to the asymptotic solution of the problem considered here, the Carrier solution

has been repeated by using the Donnell shell theory. In so doing the final uncoupled shell

equation in which the acoustic field has been accounted for by the plane wave approxi-

mation is

wIV + 4K'„ + 4K'(5-)"„» - 4K'(S-)(2)(|)V - «• ff ff(„) (B-l)

where wM = cFw/da". The desired solution for w is

(a/h)(p0/E) °ieX'° + C*" f°r a (B-2)

= 1 - C3ex" - C4ex" for <7 > 0

where X! , X2 have positive real parts and X3 , X4 have negative real parts. The constants

Cj (j = 1, 2, 3,4) of integration are to be determined by the continuity condition, w, w', w"

and w'" at a = 0. By doing so, we have

c, = n -r-—r (B-3)

and \j, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 are the four roots obtained from

X4 + 4K4[(c/c,)2X2 - (p/p.)(a/h)(c/c.)2\ + 1] = 0. (B-4)

Appendix C

Static solution. The static solution of the Carrier problem is determined from the

following differential equation:

d*w/ (da*) + 4 K\o = 4K4ap0/(hE)H(a). (C-l)

For a cylindrical shell of infinite length, the solution is

, —77^. = 1 + cos K<t + C2 sin Ka) for a > 0,
(a/h)(p0/b) - (C~2)

= eK"(C3 cos Ka + Ct sin Ka) for a < 0.

Cj , j = 1, 2, 3, 4, are constants of integration to be determined by the continuity con-

ditions for xo, w', w", w'" at a = 0. By doing so, we have

, /rn = 1 — cos Ka for a > 0,
(a/h)(p0/E) -

= \eK' cos Ka for a < 0.
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